Shout Outs
September 30, 2016
Shout Out to Brixton Tovar from Mrs. Ambriz
Brixton found a wallet and did not hesitate to turn it into the office. Thank you Brixton for your
honesty and integrity, I am positive the owner greatly appreciates it. Way to cross the line of Pride.
Shout out to Korina Hunt from Mrs. Carranza
Korina came into class and saw some dirt on the floor and wasted no time in sweeping it up. Thank
you Corina for helping keep our working environment clean and safe.
Shout out to Salvador Mendoza from Mr. John Martinez
Sal found an envelope with money and turned it in to me. Thank you Sal for demonstrating a great
example of Citizenship.
Shout Out to Mayla Blanco and Adamari Acevedo from Ms. Vargas
Mayla and Adamari were kind enough to help me straighten up my student’s binders and spiral
notebooks when they come into my classroom. They also cleaned up my white board one morning.
Thank you Mayla and Adamari for being so cooperative and helpful. I sincerely appreciate it.
Shout Out to Mario Gonzalez from Mr. Echeverria
Mario found money on the ground and immediately turned it in to me. Muchas Gracias por tu
honestidad Mario. Keep up the positive attitude, awesome job.
Shout Out to Edward Rojas from Mrs. Burton
Edward has been our technology wizard and is always getting the projector working for me and the
class. Thank you Edward for being so cooperative and generous with your help, I greatly appreciate it.
Shout Out to Alexandra Amaro Sanchez from Ms. Vargas
Alexandra was thoughtful enough to help me by tutoring a fellow classmate after school. Thank you
Alexandra for displaying kindness and assistance with a fellow student. That was a great example of
Lion Pride.
Shout Out to Hector De La Cruz from Mrs. Serna
Hector found a wallet in the boys’ restroom and made a positive decision to turn it into the office.
Thank you Hector for your honest and thoughtful decision. I am certain the owner was truly grateful.
Shout Out to Iven Tejada and Joseph Vasquez from Mrs. Carranza
When some binders fell off a shelf in class, Iven and Joseph did not waste any time in moving to pick
them up and place them back in their proper location. Thank you Iven and Joseph for your quick and
cooperative decision to keep our classroom safe and organized. I appreciate the great effort.
Thanks to all our students that earned a shout out this week. Please come by later to the front office
and pick up your prize. Students and Staff lets support all our Teams and Organizations that are
competing this and every week. Pride Nation, you ROCK!

